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About This Content

Bolster your ranks with three themed DLC packs available together for an amazing discounted value*. Each themed content
pack will add unique new twists to the core game experience:

Anarchy’s Children: Rebellion-themed content with more dramatic soldier customizations. Now Available.

ALIEN HUNTERS introduces new soldier customizations and gameplay themed around XCOM as an elite alien
hunting unit. Face off against “Ruler” aliens with new, more powerful weapons and armor. Experience a new dramatic
mission & confrontation. Now Available.

SHEN’S LAST GIFT introduces a new soldier class with unique upgradeable weapons, armor and customization
features, and a new narrative-driven mission and map. Now Available.

*Save vs buying DLC packs a la carte. Individual DLC in the Reinforcement Pack may be sold separately. If you purchase the
Reinforcement Pack, do not also purchase these standalone packs, as you will be charged for them.
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Title: XCOM 2: Reinforcement Pack
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Firaxis Games, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Franchise:
XCOM
Release Date: 4 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E4700 2.6 GHz or AMD Phenom 9950 Quad Core 2.6 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB ATI Radeon HD 5770, 1GB NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 45 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Initial installation requires one-time Internet connection for Steam authentication; software installations
required (included with the game) include Steam Client, Microsoft Visual C++2012 and 2013 Runtime Libraries and Microsoft
DirectX.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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The fact that I bought this game means that something on the shop page made me think I would enjoy it. Don't make the same
mistake.
This game doesn't have commercial quality. Even if you're a fan of 16 bit games, it's very difficult to enjoy this one.
The loading takes more than 5 minutes and the game has absolutely no configuration so you have to guesss the controls.. Build
up a dungeon, fill it with monsters, raid the world above ye, complete missions. Simple enough. While the campaign does get a
little repetitive with its levels, it's still funny and enjoyable enough, and the humor-filled story does take ye with it. Small
puzzles and side quests bring some variety to the otherwise straightforward game play. While not the greatest masterpiece of all
time, I don't regret a single second I spend in this.

Trying to be evil is harder than it seems, even when yer a creature from Hell.. Fun ATC game, but not for real training. 9/11
would crash again!. It's ok,but it becomes repetitive quite fast. Maybe it would be better on a mobile phone,but that's just my
opinion.The price is fair and it also has tranding cards. Give it a try,maybe you'll like it more than I did.. The white character
obviously has white man privileges. Game based on racism.. This game... I never thought I'd find a COG game I genuinely
disliked, but this game really does nothing for me. I'm trawling through it trying to complete achievements, but dang.

PROS:
cool concept, interesting magical\/aether manipulation stuff, the occult stuff is all pretty rad

CONS:
lots of your choices feel like they don't matter or they lead to really bizarre outcomes. feel like someone's following you?
BREAK THE DUDE'S FINGERS. don't want to wind up in some kind of threesome? be VERY careful with your choices or
it'll just pop up on you. first playthrough, the character my character was romancing just randomly hooks up with somebody else
and you're supposed to just roll with that. also Loren is supposed to be endearing\/sympathetic with the forgetfulness and the
being bullied by another character but Loren is irritating, and if you don't like having them around, you still have to pander to
their needs a lot and treat them like a delicate flower. We should have the CHOICE to be a jerk to Loren, just like we should
have the CHOICE to be nice\/mean to other characters. Don't force friendships\/relationships - it totally breaks the illusion of
choice.. Guys the game is from 2005 so its a old game and its privet server and thanks to them we are stil beable to play and they
do some updates too if u are new starter thats gonna be hard for you to understand the game even to have fun so u can ask for
help what to do or what not to, progres to improve the char can take really long time and there are tactics for that and u can ask
any player to get help they usually gonna help if they know english :). what can i say?

this is by far one of the best half lifes out there that needs a sequel. Good but a little weak strategy wise for a game like this. For
the .99 price tag it is worth it but it's just not what I wanted out of the game.. Great retro themed beat em up platformer.

The game is exactly like something that you would see on the NES, basic 2 button controls, one button punches and one button
jumps. If you press down and punch at the same time your character does an incredibly useful uppercut. Control is super tight
and the jumping in this game has a really nice feel to it which makes landing on tiny platforms easy.

The game is divided into 6 levels, you are given 5 lives and 3 continues to complete the game. There is no save or password
feature here, you must complete the game in one playthrough and start back at the beginning if you do not. Luckily, there are
pretty liberal 1-ups spread throughout the level and they regenerate when you die so it is always worthwhile to pick them up
when you see them. If you want to take the time you can also cheese the game by finding areas with 2-3 1-ups, pick them up,
kill yourself, and repeat. It is time consuming but if you are really struggling it is a nice way to give yourself an advantage.

Each of the games levels are fairly long with lots of platforming and a bunch of enemies thrown at you that come flying in from
all directions. Combat is tight and feels pretty good, and there is no annoying knockback on hit which eases frustration of having
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to fight on tiny platforms. Each level also has many chaeckpoints, which is definitely a good thing, but if you need to continue
you start back at the beginning of the level. Every level ends in a boss fight, most of which are pretty easy once you learn the
pattern but you can expect to die a few times on each one as you do. There is occasional confusion on what you can and can't
jump on and a few platforms that blend into the background but these instances are rare and do not detract from the overall
experience.

The challenge of the game is about average for an nes game. I beat it on my first playthrough with only using one continue on
the final boss. It is not an easy game but it is not battletoads or ninja gaiden either. If this game came out when I was a kid I
would have loved it and it is a game that retro fans should definitely pick up and play. My only complaint is having to play
through the whole game in one sitting. It is a pretty decent length and a save feature would have been nice for those who may
not have time to pick it up and play through in one sitting.
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Pleasant but short and too easy.

Do you like NES games? Do you like Monster Party and Splatter House Wanpaku Graffiti? Buy this game. Do you just like
NES games but not a big time horror fan? Might want to wait for a Steam sale. No offense to the dev. The game is good but the
big problem is that it's very short and too easy. At $5 it's a tiny bit over priced considering I beat it in under 30 minutes. The
first secret character is incredibly OP and can destroy bosses very easily. But it's one of "those" games. You know what I'm
talking about? It's one of "those" games where you beat it, but if you didn't find every single secret and secret character then you
technically didn't fully beat it just like Ghosts 'n Goblins.

The controls are good. The sprite work and music are superb. This would fit right alongside Monster Party and Splatter House
Wanpaku Graffiti. And it's not a bad game at all. But it's very short especially if you've already played beaten many of the
classic "NES Hard" games.

Buy it now if you want to just support the devs. If you're more casual then add this to your wishlist and wait for a Steam sale..
Only got it due to a Humble Bumble.

Game is boring and unimaginative, its just a bad story with buttons to progress it. Very little choice.

Incredibly overpriced for what it is. A handful of boobs you could google for free. But at least with this you could pretend your
'playing a game' and not looking at naughty things.. For the 0,69\u20ac that I payed I already got most of it back from the
trading cards that dropped. So i guess I recomend this game. :). I grew up with this beautiful game. Can recommend it for
everyone.. Ah yes. Childhood memories. I lost the dvd to this, so I decided to buy it off of steam. I highly recommend this game
also. Dont listen to these mordern idiots saying "oh mah gaud eh tee ehz tooh is lut betor dis is awful bc of le trackz and le mapz
oh mah gaud im suc a hat0r of dis gaym".

This game is a retro hit. There are amazing maps, graphics, and scenary, and the trucks are good aswell.

(Even more trucks and maps in 18 wheels of steel extreme trucker 2.). Unforgiving difficult 2D platformer with retro graphics.
Picks up some memes here and there. I really like the overall presentation but the gameplay is way too stiff. It gets frustrating
by level 4 and just doesnt offer enough variation to keep you playing.. good game although not without glitches. This game is
too bland, although the overall graphics concept is OK.

The music (if it can even be called such) and sound effects are awful.
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